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App Scenario

Sign in /

Sign up

Call for 
help

Provide 
help to 
others

➢ Find a nearby person who can speak your language.

Via real-time 
chat or 

phone call
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Technical Context

✘ Network awareness

- Capture if the device has a 
network connection using 
ConnectivityManager and 
NetworkInfo

- Register 
NetworkStateReceiver 
and add MainActivity to 
listen to its updates.
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Technical Context

✘ Network awareness

- Make the user aware if the connection is 
lost by throwing the alert dialog



Offline

Gray profile

✘ Network awareness: Adaptation

Technical Context

- If the connection is lost  - remind the user that  pre-fetched information 
may be out of date.
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Technical Context

- If the connection is lost - use pre-fetched information about phone numbers of nearby 
users and  suggest to contact them via phone call instead of real-time chat.

➔ Network awareness: Adaptation
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Technical Context

✘ Battery awareness

- Capture if the device is in the low battery mode (less 15%) using BatteryBroadcastReceiver 
and IntentFilter with two actions: 
ACTION_BATTERY_LOW 
ACTION_BATTERY_OKAY

- If the battery level is less than 
15%, reduce the rate of location 
updates to 10 min, so app is 
only woken up every 30 to 60 
minutes with some location 
data available as a batch 
update. 

➔ Adaptation
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Usability Challenge

- Using  “wrap_content” 
and “match_parent”

- Generating density-specific 
Resources (mipmap-drawable)

- Using  RelativeLayout

➔ Adaptation

✘ Different form factors

- Creating different layouts for 
larger screens
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Usability Challenge

Tablet

Smartphone
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Usability Challenge

- Clear Navigations : 
Navigation Drawer and 
Bottom Navigation menus

- Easy to scan: single-color 
background, high-contrast 
elements, icons with 
self-explaining text

✘ Straightforward UI

➔ Adaptation



Click the person you 

gonna to chat with

If lost connection
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Components Structure
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Architecture

API for user 
authentication

Location tracking

Server & 
database

Contact other users

Send and receive 
notifications
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Issues & Lessons learned

✘ Further development needed to complete all the desired functionalities

✘ Choosing  state-of-the-art patterns to organize the code

✘ Using all kinds of building blocks to furnish the app, like taps, lists, dialogs…

✘ Design and develop a context-aware android application

✘ Adapt and refine the application to meet the challenges

✘ Practice in Java language

✘ Master work in a group and communication skills

✘ Improve googling skills
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Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1217CYzhsGAC61vXEkDaCuGlHYofQWUoZ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1217CYzhsGAC61vXEkDaCuGlHYofQWUoZ/preview


thanks!

Any questions?
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